in philosophy and science, in Latin. One observer remarked on her "Ciceronian oratory". As one might suspect from the subtitle of Mazzotti's book, Mathematician of God, Agnesi was more than casually interested in religion. Indeed she was. On theological questions she advised the Archbishop of Milan and she corresponded with Pope Benedict XIV [3, p. xii] . In modern times there has been a movement in her district in Milan to promote her case for sainthood. There are probably few male mathematicians who have been candidates for canonization-not even the mathematician Gerbert who became Pope Sylvester II in 999. (To my knowledge he, like Agnesi, never made it all the way to sainthood. In fact, because of his connection with science and his fight against corruption in the Church, he was accused of being a sorcerer in league with the devil!)
As a young woman, Agnesi had announced to her father that she wanted to enter a convent. In order to dissuade her from this, he promised that she would no longer have to perform at the family soirées and she could pursue religious studies and mathematics. She learned calculus with the help of a tutor, using a text by a little-known French mathematician in Toulon, Charles Renée Reyneau (1656-1728), identified on the title page of his book, Analyse démontrée, only as "un prêtre de l'Oratoire". Was the author's being a priest influential in Agnesi's choice of a textbook? It is possible, since in some of her philosophical work she mentioned the French rational philosopher, Nicolas Malebranche (1638-1715), and it was Malebranche, a member of the French Oratorian order (there were two), who had convinced Reyneau to write his textbook.
The first biographical work about Agnesi, cited earlier, was a eulogy written by a friend, Antonio Francesco Frisi in 1799, the year of her death. It is the frontispiece of the first edition of this book that provides the cover art for this issue [2] (see Figure  1 ). Here again, curiously enough, the title page (see Figure 2) Let us move ahead, however, to look at Agnesi's contributions to mathematics, which were crammed into a relatively short middle period of her life. Here Frisi's book is more helpful than Mazzotti's, which gives her mathematics short shrift. Mazzotti, as his subtitle implies, seems more interested in Agnesi's role in the socalled Catholic Enlightenment movement, a subject on which he has written in Isis. Agnesi wrote a commentary on L'Hôptial's Traité analytique des sections coniques (1707), which she never published. A mentor, Ramiro Rampinelli, introduced her to important members of the Riccati family, Jacopo and his two sons Giordano and Vincenzo. It was Jacopo, a count and some years older than Agnesi, who read the first drafts of her manuscript for her great textbook, the Instituzioni analitiche, which was published in 1748, as it turns out, the same year that Euler published his astonishing masterpiece, the Introductio in analysin infinitorum [3, At a time when most scholarly writing in Europe was in Latin, there is the natural question of why Agnesi chose to write her work in Italian. It is quite possible that in doing so she diminished its impact since any scholar of the time would have known Latin, few Italian. So there is little doubt that the full title of her textbook was carefully chosen to make it clear that it really was intended for young students in Italy who wanted to learn calculus.
Unfortunately, Colson made one error in his translation that has caused speculation for a couple of centuries. Colson mistranslated Agnesi's name for the curve that bears her name: versiera, a synonym for versoria, which means "turning in every direction". But in time this was replaced by versaria signifying a female who is contrary, an adversary; and in Ecclesiastical Latin one of the added meanings was a female who is contrary to God, . . . that is, the devil: "a female fiend or goblin", "the devil's grandmother", and other related meanings, the equivalent of the English word "witch" [4] . The curve had earlier, possibly in 1701, been referred to as Scala, or scale curve, "because it can serve as a measure of light intensity". This had appeared in work by Guido Grandi, and it had even earlier been mentioned by Fermat.
Shortly after the publication of the Instituzioni in 1748 Agnesi received an appointment to a professorship at the University of Bologna, but by that time she had retired from mathematics and was devoting herself completely for the next forty-five years to good works for the poor. Truesdell reports in [5] that while her name remained on the rolls of the university for forty-five years, she never went to Bologna. During this time, she used up her fortune supporting institutions for the poor and died in 1799 in a poorhouse she directed in Milan.
